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1966b. “Schizophrenic discourse.” Paper. Thursday Seminar of the Mental Health Research Institute, The University of Michigan, Ann Arbor MI.


1980b. “Reductionism, pluralism and the cybernetics of life.”
Paper. Fourth International Meeting on Self-Reference, Acapulco MX.


Paper. Conference on Problems of Levels and Boundaries, Amsterdam NL.

1981c. The self as a clock.
Papers in Progress 270A-81. Edmonton AB: Center for Advanced Study in Theoretical Psychology, University of Alberta.

1982. “Situational decomposition of the collective with the actor as a spectral operator.”
Paper. Conference on Varieties of Structural Approaches in Sociology, Inter-University Center, Dubrovnik YU.

Paper. Third International Conference on Psychological Stress and Adjustment in Time of War and Peace, Tel Aviv IL.

Paper. Conference on Problems of Actors and Actions, Amsterdam NL.

1983c. Levels and boundary conditions in the theory of action.

1984a. “What in the world would pass a Turing Test?”

1984b. The structure of social action: In memory of Talcott Parsons.

1984c. “Beyond autonomy: The cybernetics of originality.”

1984d. “Problems in the natural philosophy of mind.”
Four papers. Public Seminars, Center for Advanced Study in Theoretical Psychology, University of Alberta, Edmonton AB.

1985a. “Logical subjectivism: The meeting of cybernetics and phenomenology.”
Paper. Session on Paths Toward the Reconstitution of the Human / Social Sciences, Fourth International Human Science Research Conference, Edmonton AB.


1987a. “Epistemological limits on the social and psychological construction of possibility.” Keynote address. Conference on (Im-) Possible Worlds, Amsterdam NL.


1989c.  “Cybernetic phenomenology.”
Invited lectures at El Colegio de Mexico.

1989d.  “Global networks of research communication and cooperation.”
Invited lecture. Centers for Computing Services at Universidad Autonoma National de Mexico and El Colegio de Mexico.

1989e.  “Experience and action: Toward a postmodern system theory for the life sciences.”
Invited lecture. Symposium on Trends in Non-Classical Psychology. A joint public conference of the Giambattista Vico Institute for Cybernetics and Applied Epistemology, Amsterdam NL, the Center for the Foundations and History of Psychology, and the Department of Psychology, University of Groningen NL. Sponsored by the Psychon Foundation, Amsterdam NL.

Lecture at the Laboratoire d’Automatique de Grenoble, Institut National Polytechnique, Grenoble F.

1989g.  Struktura działania społecznego ku czci Talcotta Parsonsa.

Chairman’s address. First International Symposium on the Theory of Living Systems. Bechyně Castle CZ.

1991b.  “Postmodern epistemology: On being one (flea) in several places and times.”
Invited paper. A public seminar of the Technical University of Vienna. Schwarzau im Gebirg A.

1991d.  “Teorie a metodologie sociálních systémů jako základ pro futurologii.”
Invited address. First Symposium of the Czechoslovak Interuniversities Program for the Study of the Future. Prague CZ.


1995b.  “Excavating the general system.”
Conference on Problems of Excavating Systems and Cybernetics. Amsterdam NL.
Also: Working Paper, Center for Systems Research, Kouřimská 24, CZ - 284 01. 95-b.

1995c.  “Observer or creator.”
A public seminar of the Technical University of Vienna. Schwarzau im Gebirg A.
Also: Working Paper, Center for Systems Research, Kouřimská 24, CZ - 284 01. 95-c.
Also: Working Paper, Center for Systems Research, Kouřimská 24, CZ - 284 01. 95-d.

1995e. "Integration im Donauraum: Träume oder Wirklichkeit."
Eröffnungsvortrag. Symposium: Perspektiven der neuen Integration im Donauraum. Wissenschaftliche Landesakademie für Niederösterreich (Krems a. d. Donau A) und Stiftung Conceptus (Bratislava SR) Modrá SR.
Also: Working Paper, Center for Systems Research, Kouřimská 24, CZ - 284 01. 95-e.


1996a. "Jsou Češi národ kolaborantů?"
Also: Working Paper, Center for Systems Research, Kouřimská 24, CZ - 284 01. 96-a.

A public seminar of the Technical University of Vienna. Schwarza im Gebirg A.

1997a. “Observer, creator or fool: Agent, puppet or clown.”

1997b. "Živým odpovědnost a boji!"
Also Working Paper, Center for Systems Research, Kouřimská 24, CZ - 284 01. 97-b.

1997c. "Konec transformace či Česká společnost s ručením omezeným."

1997d. "Rotfront, Reaktion ... und die Postmoderne."
Beitrag zur Tagung einer Expertenkommission der Friedrich Ebert Stiftung: Mögliche linke Antworten auf die Globalisierung der Wirtschaft und Gesellschaft. Budapest H.

1997e. Odpovědi.

1997f. "Tak bude ještě druhá transformace!"

1998a. La comunicación y control en el tiempo.

1998c. "Pro naši společnost je charakteristické, že se nezabývá tím, co má více než dvoudenní perspektivu, říká Richard Jung."

1998d. The political system.
Working Paper, Center for Systems Research, Kouřimská 24, CZ - 284 01. 98-d.

1998e. Pohlednice z 20. století.


1998h. “Current state of general systems theory.”
Opening address to the Pan Hellenic Congress on System Therapy, Heraklion, Crete GR.


1999-. "Birth of the worlds from squirming pink worms: Prolegomena to second order anything."


1999b. Budeme dobří poddaní.
Interview. Mladý svět, XLI, 44/99, str. 52-53, O čem se mluví.

1999c. Slavnostní přípitek k novému tisíciletí.


2001c. “Laudatio for prof. dr. Gerard de Zeeuw on the occasion of his mandatory retirement.” Magna Aula, University of Amsterdam, Amsterdam, NL.

2001d. “Emergence of variation, individuality and individuation.” Invited lecture at the formal dinner for Conference participants and invited academic guests on the occasion of the final “Problems of…”, Conference under the patronage of the University of Amsterdam and chaired by professor Gerard de Zeeuw, “Problems of Individual Emergence”, Hotel Grand, Amsterdam NL.


2001f. Emergence of variation, individuality and individuation. To be published in Systemica, special issue: “Problems of Individual Emergence”.


2002d. „System and significance.”
An invited paper. 5th European Systems Science Congress, Crete, GR.

2003a. „Základní pojmy psychologie a sociologie.”
47. Gellnerovský seminář, Masarykova česká sociologická společnost. Praha, CZ.

Invited introductory lecture to the 4th International Workshop of Foundation 2020: How can small countries be competitive and survive in today’s world? Cavtat, CR.

A contribution to the 4th International Workshop of Foundation 2020: How can small countries be competitive and survive in today’s world? Cavtat, CR.


2003e. The other side of sive.
Prepared for Markus Locker. Systems-theory and Theology. To be published by the Ateneo de Manila University, Philippines.

2004b. Thinking about experience and action.

2004c. “The realities of trust and of accession to the EU.”
Contributions to a discussion with four presidents of the successor state of former Yugoslavia at the 5th International Workshop of Foundation 2020: How can we trust each other? Brioni, CR.

2004d. “Slavnostní pojmenování na Sad JUDr. Milady Horákové.”

2004e. Existence as experience and action.

2004f. Systems of orientation 40 years later.
Nineteenth extension & revision of tables to R. Jung. 1965. Systems of orientation. 65b

Invited presentation to Talcott Parsons (minulost a přítomnost jedné teorie).
A conference of the Masaryk Czech Sociological Association and Center for Science, Technology and Society of the Czech Academy of Science. Prague, CZ, 8.4.2005
2005b. Univ. Prof. Dr. Dr. Alfred Locker, Emeritus, Institute of Theoretical Physics, Technical University of Vienna. An obituary. *Kybernetes.* 34, 9/10 (2005), 1665-6.


2005j. First order observations on second order cybernetics. Abstract prepared for the European Meeting on Cybernetics and Systems Research (EMCSR 06), Section C: Cybernetics of Cybernetics. 18 – 21 April 2006 at the University of Vienna.

2006a. “First order observations on second order cybernetics.” Presented to Section C: Cybernetics of Cybernetics, the European Meeting on Cybernetics and Systems Research (EMCSR 06), University of Vienna 18 – 21 April 2006.
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